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About
I am a sustainability practitioner with over forty
years’ professional experience in industry,
government, community and academic sectors.
My approach to sustainability practice is
centred on activating, implementing,
embedding and sustaining change and creating
strong supporting sustainability cultures
through Living Systems practice.
Drawing on my extensive experience in
sustainability practice, teaching and research,
my purpose is to inspire, mentor and develop
the next generation of changemakers who are
serious about the transformation to a more
sustainable world.
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My proposition to you is simply this:
To inspire you to adopt leading edge
sustainability practice
To help you lead organisational
transformation towards sustainability
To help you contribute to development of
strong sustainability cultures in organisations
and the broader community
and
To inspire you to authentically align your
practice to support the Sustainable
Development Goals in everything you do.
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I practice as a facilitation and education practitioner
through a services ecosystem, rather than as a
transactional consultant.
Living
Systems
Design Lab

My services ecosystem includes:
• Living Systems Design (LSD) Programs for
sustainability transformation in organisations,
communities, networks + project teams
• Living Systems Design Lab for semi-structured
experiential education for professionals towards
leading edge holistic sustainability practice

Speaking +
Inspiration

• Mentoring for sustainability practitioners
• Speaking + Inspiration to lead change
• Research + Writing for preparation of tailored
technical reports, case studies + white papers on
sustainability themes
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Living Systems Design Programs
Transformation Programs
• Co-designed with key staff in your organisation or network
and offered over time to apply the full activate-implementembed-sustain cycle. A description of Living Systems Design
is located on page 12.
• Delivered through participatory design workshops;
experiential learning sessions; and one-to-one or team
mentoring.

Organisation Placements
• An on-going placement for deeper engagement to facilitate
workshops; meet with teams; mentor individuals; monitor
progress; give feedback; and identify needs for further
action.

System Interventions
• Targeted interventions into specific organisational
sustainability themes/problems through participatory
design and problem exploration workshops.
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Living Systems Design Lab
The Living Systems Design Lab is designed as a
structured experiential learning environment
providing a community-of-practice for advanced
sustainability practitioners.
It is based on my PhD research through Murdoch
University, and developed and delivered through my
former consulting practice Greensynergy Consulting
from 2005 to 2016 and at Swinburne University from
2015 to 2021.
The principles of Living Systems Design underpin all
learning activities. Participants will work on real
projects situated in the NGO/Non-profit/Social
Enterprise sectors or on authentic problems from
their own workplaces.
Many different complexity, design and innovation
tools and methods are applied in learning sessions.
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Living Systems Design Lab
The Living Systems Design Lab will be available
after mid-2022 (to be confirmed) as:
• A 12-week program with a 3-hour studio each
week, generally online or blended with face-toface engagement subject to COVID-normal
conditions;
• Intensive short workshops on specific topics;
• Webinars on specific dimensions of Living
Systems Design.
The 12-week program can also be delivered to an
organisational community-of-practice in-house by
arrangement.
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Mentoring
The next generation of sustainability changemakers
needs deeper and more challenging engagement
beyond business-as-usual professional development,
training and coaching, in order to develop strategic
design capacity to lead change for sustainability.
To help you develop your sustainability practice, I offer:
• One-on-one mentoring for early- to mid-career
sustainability professionals
• Mentoring and active learning processes for
capability development in communities-of-practice in
organisations by arrangement
• One-on-one mentoring for experienced professionals
at an early stage of the sustainability journey to
activate new ways of thinking to lead the
sustainability transformation.
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Research + Writing
As an experienced sustainability educator, researcher
and former PhD supervisor in the University sector, I am
available to provide the following services:
• Industry research and reporting on sustainability
topics
• Preparation of case studies
• Writing presentations, webinars and teaching
materials
• Preparation of white papers on sustainability topics
• Review and proof reading of technical reports,
doctoral and masters theses and other written
materials.
As this service is flexible and responsive, please contact
me to discuss your needs and I can confirm my
contribution.
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Speaking + Inspiration
I have been delivering presentations on
sustainability topics to many different audiences
for over 40 years.
My purpose is to inspire people to change
professional and living practices.
I can speak on a variety of sustainability, circular
economy, sustainable technology, strategic design,
eco-design and innovation topics.
I can tailor the message to suit the audience
through:
• Meeting and conference keynotes
•
•
•
•

Professional development workshops
Industry communities of practice
Industry webinars and presentations
Presentations to community groups.
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• My fees are flexible and can be negotiated to suit the
activity and the context for the proposed service:
programs, placements, system interventions,
mentoring, speaking, writing and research activities.
Living
Systems
Design Lab

Speaking +
Inspiration

• Discounted fees are possible for extended
engagements, lump sum contracts and by special
arrangements, such as working on a low fee/pro
bono basis with the community, NGO, charity and
social enterprise sector.
• Rates for the programs, short courses and webinars
in the Living Systems Design Lab will be advised in
due course ahead of opening for enrolments after
mid-2022.

Please contact me to discuss your needs and to
request a fee proposal.
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Why a “Living Systems” approach?
Research into the effectiveness of change
programs consistently shows that the majority of
such programs fail to achieve the vision and
outcomes as planned because of the failure to
account for system complexity.
People in organisations sense this complexity, yet
default to mechanistic, linear change approaches
in the search for certainty and best practice.
In the contemporary climate and sustainability
challenged world, making the changes we need
demands a complexity-informed approach.
As our human systems are complex, adaptive and
living - we need to practice sustainability as if
everything is ALIVE through Living Systems
Design.
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What is Living Systems Design?
Living Systems Design is a pattern-based approach to creating
sustainability transformation that can be applied to activities,
teams, projects, programs, organisations and stakeholder
networks.
The deep purpose of this Living Systems Design practice
pattern is to “sustain the sustainability” into the future.
Living Systems Design is not a simplistic “pull lever - get result”
short-term quick-fix practice. It takes time, commitment and a
change of mindset from linear to holistic.
The key phases are: Activate – Implement – Embed – Sustain
with a Strategic Design cycle spiralling through each phase,
with the real work of transformation lead by people as change
agents in their own communities and organisations.
Living Systems Design Practice Pattern 1:
Phases of Practice

I developed this practice model in: my doctoral research work
from 2001-2011; my sustainability practice as an independent
consultant from 2004 to 2016; and through action research
and teaching in the Master of Design Strategy and Innovation
Course at Swinburne University from 2015 to 2021, as applied
in over 40 real-world client-based student projects.
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What is Living Systems Design?
Living Systems Design integrates:
• Complex adaptive systems thinking;
• Emergence-based practice patterns;
• Strategic design;
• Participatory research and design;
• Storytelling, narrative and anecdotal methods;
• Experiential learning; and
• Reflective practice.
Most change practitioners use a “tool-driven” process.
My approach is “pattern-driven” – specific “tools” are
selected in response to the complexity of the
organisational context and the problem space; and
people’s capability for change.
Living Systems Design Practice Pattern 2:
Cycles of Strategic Design Practice

My Living Systems Design practice patterns enable and
empower individuals, teams, managers, decisionmakers
and leaders to sustain the change through continual
application and adaptation of Living Systems Design
practice.
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Contact
Dr Matthew Parnell
BBuild (UNSW) PhD [Sustainable Development] (Murdoch)

e: matt@parnell.earth
w: www.parnell.earth
m: +61 408 845 860
Activating, implementing, embedding
and sustaining through Living Systems
Design for sustainability transformation
At Yalukit Willam on Boonwurrung Country
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
All images by Dr Mathew Parnell unless otherwise indicated.
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